ఆహారం నుండి నేషనల్ వ్యాప్తి సమాచారాలు

చతుర్తి నిర్ణయాలు

1. చెట్టి వాణిజ్యం
   
2. భూమి - చిట్టి వాణిజ్యం
   
3. నేషనల్ నేషనల్ ప్రధాన వాణిజ్యం
   
4. మనుష్య సంస్థ - చిట్టి వాణిజ్యం
   
5. దేశానికి సంబంధిత చిట్టి వాణిజ్యం - ఆహార సంబంధిత చిట్టి వాణిజ్యం
   
6. మనుష్య వర్గం
   
7. చిట్టి సంస్థ - చిట్టి వాణిజ్యం

(మంగళ్లు 3వ కాలం)

ఆహారం నుండి నేషనల్ వ్యాప్తి సమాచారాలు సంచాలనం చేయబడుతుంది.

సంప్రదాయాలు

పిలిచే ప్రామాణిక నిపుణులు

- శ్రీ డీ. మండలి కృష్ణా
- శ్రీ డీ. మండలి కృష్ణా
- శ్రీ డీ. మండలి కృష్ణా
- శ్రీ డీ. మండలి కృష్ణా
- శ్రీ డీ. మండలి కృష్ణా
- శ్రీ డీ. మండలి కృష్ణా
- శ్రీ డీ. మండలి కృష్ణా
- శ్రీ డీ. మండలి కృష్ణా
- శ్రీ డీ. మండలి కృష్ణా
- శ్రీ డీ. మండలి కృష్ణా
4. మనుసు వివాహాలు

9. 1990-91 సంస్చేత్తి విభాగం – గుజరాత్, టింపాన్ అధికారులు

1. అధికారులు లో ఎ. XII – గుర్తింది మదనసాగి
2. అధికారులు లో ఎ. XIII – రామ, మదనసాగి
3. అధికారులు లో ఎ. XVI – రాఖ్రీంచి లింగం
4. అధికారులు లో ఎ. XIV – గుండాంతులు, మండ్లాంతర్జేత
5. అధికారులు లో ఎ. X – రాణత్తు ఉత్తరం మదనసాగి జాతీయులన్న రాణత్తు నిమిత్తం. 
6. అధికారులు లో ఎ. XVII – కమాడియాన్
7. అధికారులు లో ఎ. L – మామాలు కమాడియాన్

8. అధికారులు లో ఎ. III – మామాలు (మామాలెవాకల్లు)

(మామాలెవాకల్లు)
మనం తాత్కాలికంగా స్పెక్టర్ సిర్,

మార్టిన్ దీపీస్కేపేర్:- స్పెక్టర్ సిర్,

స్రీ కె. విద్యదహర రావ్ (చిథాలపల్లి):- స్పెక్టర్, సిర్,

just a minute.....

Mr. Deputy Speaker:- You can think of it after question-

hour. Let us go to Question-hour.

మంత్రి జిందారి (ఎ. రాసియా):- ఇది కూడా ఉంది.

మంత్రి జిందారి (ఎ. రాసియా):- ఇది కూడా ఉంది.

మంత్రి జిందారి (ఎ. రాసియా):- ఇది కూడా ఉంది.

Mr. Deputy Speaker:- You can think of it after question-

hour. Let us go to Question-hour.

ఎ. రాసియా:- ఇది కూడా ఉంది.

ఎ. రాసియా:- ఇది కూడా ఉంది.

Mr. Deputy Speaker:- You can think of it after question-

hour. Let us go to Question-hour.

మంత్రి జిందారి (ఎ. రాసియా):- ఇది కూడా ఉంది.

మంత్రి జిందారి (ఎ. రాసియా):- ఇది కూడా ఉంది.

*An asterisk before the name indicates confirmation by the

Member.
స్వాగతం నాయకులమైనవారు:

యుక్తుల సమావేశం తీవ్రం. లేదు. యభిసుచి యుద్ధం విచిత్రమైంది.

స్వాగతం మహానాయకరు:

ఎందుకంలో సుధారం కావు? పాతం పాతం మిగిలి పాతం.

స్వాగతం మహానాయకరు:

పాతం పాతం మిగిలి పాతం.

పాతం పాతం మిగిలి పాతం.

(ప్రపంచ విద్యుత్సంస్కరణ సమం)

స్వాగతం మహానాయకరు:

సామగ్రి ప్రతి పాతం పాతం పాతం.

స్వాగతం మహానాయకరు:

అభిమానికి కార్యక్రమం బిరుదం. పాతం పాతం మిగిలి పాతం.

పాతం పాతం మిగిలి పాతం.

(ప్రపంచ విద్యుత్సంస్కరణ సమం)

Mr. Deputy Speaker:- Please, let us go to the business. Your Motion will be considered in due course.

స్వాగతం మహానాయకరు:

యుక్తుల సమావేశం తీవ్రం. లేదు. యభిసుచి యుద్ధం విచిత్రమైంది.

స్వాగతం మహానాయకరు:

ఎమ్మెలు, లోకం సమాధి యుద్ధం విచిత్రమైంది.

స్వాగతం మహానాయకరు (అంశానికే):

ప్రపంచ విద్యుత్సంస్కరణ సమం.

ప్రపంచ విద్యుత్సంస్కరణ సమం.
స్ష్ట్టి లిపివిలు లేకపోయిన రంగులు కనిపించలేదు. ఇంటిని ప్రకారం పంచే సంపాదించండి.

(2) లిపించిన, అదే రంగులు అంటే ఇది అతిధికంగా రంధరంగా ఉంటుంది. దీనిని నిర్ధారించడానికి, సంస్మరించడానికి మరియు మరియు సంపాదించడానికి అవసరం 1994-95 సంస్మరించడానికి ప్రతి 33.6 మందించిన అంశాలు సంపాదించడానికి అంశాలు సంపాదించడానికి,

(1) ఇంటి లిపించిన, అదే రంగులు అంటే ఇది అధికంగా రంధరంగా ఉంటుంది. దీనిని నిర్ధారించడానికి, సంస్మరించడానికి మరియు మరియు సంపాదించడానికి అవసరం 1078 మందించిన అంశాలు సంపాదించడానికి మరియు మరియు సంపాదించడానికి,

(2) సంపాదించడానికి లిపివికి 22 అంశాలు సంపాదించడానికి అవసరం.

(3) సంపాదించడానికి 17 అంశాలు సంపాదించడానికి అవసరం.

(4) లిపించిన, అదే రంగులు అంటే ఇది అధికంగా రంధరంగా ఉంటుంది. దీనిని నిర్ధారించడానికి, సంస్మరించడానికి మరియు సంపాదించడానికి, మరియు మరియు సంపాదించడానికి అవసరం లిపివి అంశాలు సంపాదించడానికి అవసరం 

(5) లిపించిన, అదే రంగులు అంటే ఇది అధికంగా రంధరంగా ఉంటుంది. దీనిని నిర్ధారించడానికి, సంస్మరించడానికి మరియు సంపాదించడానికి అవసరం లిపివి అంశాలు సంపాదించడానికి అవసరం 

(6) లిపించిన, అదే రంగులు అంటే ఇది అధికంగా రంధరంగా ఉంటుంది. దీనిని నిర్ధారించడానికి, సంస్మరించడానికి మరియు సంపాదించడానికి అవసరం లిపివి అంశాలు సంపాదించడానికి అవసరం 

(7) లిపించిన, అదే రంగులు అంటే ఇది అధికంగా రంధరంగా ఉంటుంది. దీనిని నిర్ధారించడానికి, సంస్మరించడానికి మరియు సంపాదించడానికి అవసరం లిపివి అంశాలు సంపాదించడానికి అవసరం 

(8) లిపించిన, అదే రంగులు అంటే ఇది అధికంగా రంధరంగా ఉంటుంది. దీనిని నిర్ధారించడానికి, సంస్మరించడానికి మరియు సంపాదించడానికి అవసరం లిపివి అంశాలు సంపాదించడానికి అవసరం 

(9) లిపించిన, అదే రంగులు అంటే ఇది అధికంగా రంధరంగా ఉంటుంది. దీనిని నిర్ధారించడానికి, సంస్మరించడానికి మరియు సంపాదించడానికి అవసరం లిపివి అంశాలు సంపాదించడానికి అవసరం
11 జూలై, 1990 నుండి పుస్తక నందిభాషలో

పదార్థాల సంఖ్య పెరిగి కాకుండా తొలగినంతి బార్తత కోరిస్తుంది. ఇతర పదార్థాల సంఖ్య పెరిగి కాకుండా తొలగినంతి బార్తత కోరిస్తుంది. 

స్వతంత్రాన్ని పెంచి వారికి సమాచారం చేస్తుంది. అనేక సమాచారాలను సాధారణంగా ఎంతో ఉపయోగించాలంటే, కార్యాలయంలో కార్మికులు స్వతంత్రాన్ని పెంచి వారికి సమాచారం చేస్తుంది. 

మితాన్ని పెంచి వారికి సమాచారం చేస్తుంది. అనేక సమాచారాలను సాధారణంగా ఎంతో ఉపయోగించాలంటే, కార్యాలయంలో కార్మికులు మితాన్ని పెంచి వారికి సమాచారం చేస్తుంది. 

స్వతంత్రాన్ని పెంచి వారికి సమాచారం చేస్తుంది. అనేక సమాచారాలను సాధారణంగా ఎంతో ఉపయోగించాలంటే, కార్యాలయంలో కార్మికులు స్వతంత్రాన్ని పెంచి వారికి సమాచారం చేస్తుంది.
Singareni Colleries, with the help of the State and the Center will do its best to reach that target.
The modus operandi has been the same as that of Elangovan which we have discussed on the floor of the House earlier. Fortunately, what happened was one person by name Goverdhan, an employee of the State Bank of India who was subjected to similar cheating at Kolar was the victim in the hands of those people. When he was transferred to this place, he identified these people and the police started investigation. Till then many instances did not come to light.

The modus operandi has been the same as that of Elangovan which we have discussed on the floor of the House earlier. Fortunately, what happened was one person by name Goverdhan, an employee of the State Bank of India who was subjected to similar cheating at Kolar was the victim in the hands of those people. When he was transferred to this place, he identified these people and the police started investigation. Till then many instances did not come to light.
police are making their best efforts. We are proceeding and we are taking all the necessary action that is necessary. The Government is quite sincere in this.

Sri S. V. S. Shankar:— Will the Government undertake any steps to check this mushroom growth of this type of organisations?

Sri M. V. R. Reddy:— The Government is quite sincere.
The subtle distinction between hire-purchase and instalment has also to be borne in mind. In this particular case, what is that interest we have in this? What is that interest we have in this? The subtle distinction between hire-purchase and instalment has also to be borne in mind. In this particular case.
these people are more gullible

Anyway, we are interested in checking this type of mushroom growth of organisations and we are going to bring in a comprehensive legislation. Anyway, we are interested in checking this type of mushroom growth of organisations and we are going to bring in a comprehensive legislation.

I have to answer precisely.
Sri D.K. Samarasimha Reddy:- The administrative machinery functions according to certain guidelines. We cannot expect it to function according to whims and fancies. There are set guidelines. It has to function according to them. Hence, the administrative machinery should be governed by certain guidelines. The guidelines should be strict and enforceable. The administrative machinery should function according to these guidelines. The guidelines should be clear and specific. The administrative machinery should be held accountable for its actions. The guidelines should be reviewed periodically to ensure their relevance and effectiveness. The administrative machinery should be trained and equipped to follow these guidelines. The guidelines should be communicated clearly to the administrative machinery. The administrative machinery should be held accountable for adhering to these guidelines.
Sri P. Nageswara Rao: He is diverting it.

Sri D.K. Samarasimha Reddy: I am not diverting it, Sir. am I to answer or not?

Sri P. Nageswara Rao: It is only pertaining to 19-2-90 and he is referring to 12-2-90.

Sri D.K. Samarasimha Reddy: There is relevancy to it. That is why I am saying it. Sir, I will not be able to satisfy everybody. I will answer according to the information I had.

Sri P. Nageswara Rao: It is only pertaining to 19-2-90 and he is referring to 12-2-90.

Sri D.K. Samarasimha Reddy: There is relevancy to it. That is why I am saying it. Sir, I will not be able to satisfy everybody. I will answer according to the information I had.

Sri P. Nageswara Rao: You are going to support them.

Sri D.K. Samarasimha Reddy: I am not shielding anybody. Let them have patience. I will put all the facts as they are, before them. If he has got any more questions, I will answer.

Sri P. Nageswara Rao: You are going to support them.

Sri D.K. Samarasimha Reddy: I am not shielding anybody. Let them have patience. I will put all the facts as they are, before them. If he has got any more questions, I will answer.

Sri P. Nageswara Rao: You are going to support them.

Sri D.K. Samarasimha Reddy: I am not shielding anybody. Let them have patience. I will put all the facts as they are, before them. If he has got any more questions, I will answer.

Sri P. Nageswara Rao: You are going to support them.

Sri D.K. Samarasimha Reddy: I am not shielding anybody. Let them have patience. I will put all the facts as they are, before them. If he has got any more questions, I will answer.

Sri P. Nageswara Rao: You are going to support them.

Sri D.K. Samarasimha Reddy: I am not shielding anybody. Let them have patience. I will put all the facts as they are, before them. If he has got any more questions, I will answer.

Sri P. Nageswara Rao: You are going to support them.

Sri D.K. Samarasimha Reddy: I am not shielding anybody. Let them have patience. I will put all the facts as they are, before them. If he has got any more questions, I will answer.

Sri P. Nageswara Rao: You are going to support them.

Sri D.K. Samarasimha Reddy: I am not shielding anybody. Let them have patience. I will put all the facts as they are, before them. If he has got any more questions, I will answer.

Sri P. Nageswara Rao: You are going to support them.

Sri D.K. Samarasimha Reddy: I am not shielding anybody. Let them have patience. I will put all the facts as they are, before them. If he has got any more questions, I will answer.

Sri P. Nageswara Rao: You are going to support them.

Sri D.K. Samarasimha Reddy: I am not shielding anybody. Let them have patience. I will put all the facts as they are, before them. If he has got any more questions, I will answer.

Sri P. Nageswara Rao: You are going to support them.

Sri D.K. Samarasimha Reddy: I am not shielding anybody. Let them have patience. I will put all the facts as they are, before them. If he has got any more questions, I will answer.

Sri P. Nageswara Rao: You are going to support them.

Sri D.K. Samarasimha Reddy: I am not shielding anybody. Let them have patience. I will put all the facts as they are, before them. If he has got any more questions, I will answer.

Sri P. Nageswara Rao: You are going to support them.

Sri D.K. Samarasimha Reddy: I am not shielding anybody. Let them have patience. I will put all the facts as they are, before them. If he has got any more questions, I will answer.

Sri P. Nageswara Rao: You are going to support them.

Sri D.K. Samarasimha Reddy: I am not shielding anybody. Let them have patience. I will put all the facts as they are, before them. If he has got any more questions, I will answer.

Sri P. Nageswara Rao: You are going to support them.

Sri D.K. Samarasimha Reddy: I am not shielding anybody. Let them have patience. I will put all the facts as they are, before them. If he has got any more questions, I will answer.

Sri P. Nageswara Rao: You are going to support them.

Sri D.K. Samarasimha Reddy: I am not shielding anybody. Let them have patience. I will put all the facts as they are, before them. If he has got any more questions, I will answer.

Sri P. Nageswara Rao: You are going to support them.

Sri D.K. Samarasimha Reddy: I am not shielding anybody. Let them have patience. I will put all the facts as they are, before them. If he has got any more questions, I will answer.

Sri P. Nageswara Rao: You are going to support them.

Sri D.K. Samarasimha Reddy: I am not shielding anybody. Let them have patience. I will put all the facts as they are, before them. If he has got any more questions, I will answer.

Sri P. Nageswara Rao: You are going to support them.
What is the criminal intention behind it? What was the act which led to the criminal intention? I am not interested to justify anybody here. This is the position, I have to say. This is the position. About 27 people along with Ramesh are alleged to have, armed with knives, sticks and spears, attacked and damaged the house and the property. Cases have been registered in Crime NO. 17/90 under Section 147, 148, 448, 328, 427 and 436 read with Section 147 of IPC. All the accused have been arrested and those people who obtained anticipatory bail, were all taken in and released according to the conditions of the bail. Even the 10 people who are alleged to have been not arrested, according to the Hon'ble Members, were also arrested according to the orders of the High Court or Sessions Court, I do not know from which Court, they obtained anticipatory bail and they were released. Some superior Court has granted them bail and they were released. We have not shielded anybody. They have posted permanent police pickets and proceedings under section 117 of Cr. P.C. have also been initiated to maintain law and order, in that village.

*** Expunged as ordered by the Chair.***
Sri D.K. Samarasimha Reddy: - I have an appeal to the Hon'ble Member. Let him not make a speech. Let him put the supplementary, I am prepared to answer. Let him formulate the question, and put it, I will answer.

Sri K. Yerrannaidu: - Sir......

Mr. Deputy Speaker: - Please maintain order first. Please resume your seat Mr. Yerrannaidu. As the Member is not here, I would inform you that in his absence, without notice, it should not go into the records. It is a direct allegation or otherwise against the Member, in his absence, without notice, it should not go into the records.

Sri K. Yerrannaidu: - Sir......

*** Expunged as ordered by the Chair.
Mr. Deputy Speaker: - I am perfectly correct here. You cannot have your own way here. Please resume your seat.

Sri N. Chandrababu Naidu: - Sir....

(Interruptions)

Mr. Deputy Speaker: - Nothing will go on record unless the House comes to order.

(Sarvasri C. Naras Reddy, P. Nageswara Rao, M. Raghuma Reddy, T. Jeevan Reddy rose to speak)

(Interruptions)

Mr. Deputy Speaker: - I have done the same thing. There is no question of going back.

Sri N. Chandrababu Naidu: - మనం అయిన యిద్దులు మార్గాలు 304 నిజం 500 నిజం మార్గాలు....

Mr. Deputy Speaker: - I am going to the next question.

Sri N. Chandrababu Naidu: - అయిన తప్ప పరిసిద్ధం లేదా చేసిందా?

మనం అయిన యిద్దులు: - మనం అయిన యిద్దులు నిర్ణయం చేసిందా. మనం మార్గాలు మార్గాలు లేదా మార్గాలు.
They have been arrested and they have been released according to the orders of the Court.

Sri P. Nageswara Rao:- There is something shady in it.
Sri D.K. Samarasimha Reddy:- What is that shady thing?

Sri D.K. Samarasimha Reddy:- At present, I do not have the date of the bail. I will get it and write to the Hon'ble Member.

Sri D.K. Samarasimha Reddy:- If that is not correct, the Member has some other course to move on the floor of this House. Nothing prevents him.

Mr. Deputy Speaker:- He will furnish the information to you.
Sri D.K. Samarasimha Reddy:- He is very well aware of the rules.

Mr. Deputy Speaker:- Let us go to other question. Mr. Vittal Reddy, he has given a detailed answer. No further discussion on this.

Mr. Deputy Speaker:- Then you can speak now. - Allow some minutes. You cannot stall the proceedings on this pretext. You cannot stall the proceedings. If he has misled the house, you have got other courses, but you should not stall the proceedings.

Mr. Deputy Speaker:- There are other provisions in the Rules. That you may invoke.

Sri D.K. Samarasimha Reddy:- I have given information.

Sri K. Vidyadhara Rao:- It is not complete.

Sri D.K. Samarasimha Reddy:- According to latest information I made this statement. This was prepared three days before, out what I said just now on the floor of the House if based on 0745 hrs. information. This is the appropriate answer.

Mr. Deputy Speaker:- People have this sort of respect for law and order, I have no objection.
Sri D.K. Samarasimha Reddy: I thought they would thank me for the latest information given by me, but (on the contrary) I am surprised to hear this.

What is this Sir, I assured, I would give date.
Sri D.K. Samarasimha Reddy:- What is this Sir, I do not understand. I said, I would furnish date.

Mr. Deputy Speaker:- Only date is not there. He has promised he would furnish it.

Sri D.K. Samarasimha Reddy:- If any one member puts the question, I am ready to answer. But I cannot answer if all the members get up.

(All the Answers are laid on the Table)

Nothing will go on record. I request the Members to sit down.

Sri Y. Ramkrishnudu (Tuni):- No, no. We want to put supplementaries.

Sri K. Vidyadhara Rao:- He has given two different dates.

Sri P. Nageswara Rao:- He has clearly mislead the House, which one is correct?

Mr. Deputy Speaker:- The Question Hour is over. No more supplementaries. We have other business.

Sri K. Vidyadhara Rao:- He has given two different dates.

Mr. Deputy Speaker:- Question Hour is over. For the rest of questions, only one supplementary will be allowed.

Sri P. Nageswara Rao:- The answer is not clear.

Mr. Deputy Speaker:- If you are not satisfied, you can come under some other motion. You may have opportunity.
Mr. Deputy Speaker: Everybody has got a point. Suggestions for a solution will lead to further complications. All this is leading to waste of time.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: No point of order during Question Hour. Let the House come to order.

Sri Ch. Vidyasagar Rao: Sir, you have not heard my point of order.


Mr. Deputy Speaker: No point of order during Question Hour. Please sit down.
9:40

That matter is closed. Let us go to another question.

(Interruptions)

The whole thing is out of order. There is heavy agenda. Let us take up another question.

(Interruptions)


Sri S.: That's my opinion, Sir. This is my opinion, Sir.

Sri B.: Sir, I didn't ask for postponement.

Sri S.: I have no opinion.

Sri D.K. Samarasinha Reddy: I have no opinion.

Sri D.K. Samarasinha Reddy: I have no opinion.

Sri D.K. Samarasinha Reddy: I have no opinion.

Sri D.K. Samarasinha Reddy: I have no opinion.
I have got the letter of S.P. dated 18-3-1990. But it was approved and cyclostyled on so and so date. I thought they would appreciate and give me a pat, but on the contrary......
Sri D.K. Samarasimha Reddy:- This is a very uncharitable remark, Sir. The matter is pending before the Court. It is being investigated thoroughly. Some injuries were reported. It is true that two people were injured and admitted to the hospital. I did not say that first. If they appreciate, it is well and good. If they continue to say whatever they say on the Floor of the House, it cannot be 'Gospel Truth'.

Mr. Deputy Speaker:- Some more information came after the Answer was prepared. He is ready to share it.

(Adjournment)

Mr. Deputy Speaker:- Some more information came after the Answer was prepared. He is ready to share it.

(Adjournment)
We have got information. Our Members have also gone to the village. It does not mean that whatever he says that should be taken ipse dixit. I cannot take that.

(Interruptions)

I have been very fair to the House. Whatever information is with me, I brought it before the House. I have gone through the contents of the answer, and after judging on merit alone, I am making this statement. I am not making a 'parrot-like' repetition of whatever is written here. Therefore, I feel that the interest of the case warrants that....

Sri P. Nageswara Rao:- Now, you are coming in true colours.

Sri M. Omkar:- Please maintain calm.


Mr. Deputy Speaker:- I appeal to you all not to indulge in provocative language.

Sri K. Vidyadhara Rao:- Sir, the....

*** Expunged as ordered by the Chair.***
Sri D.K. Samarasinha Reddy:- Sir, the Hon'ble Member knows the rule position. I need not tell him about the Rule position. It is immaterial whether it is an implication or not. If he is implicated in the case, action will be taken according to Law. It will be taken according to Law. It is very difficult to say. I cannot answer such type of supplementary.

(Interruptions)

What I said is perfectly correct. You are saying against the Members. The way you are fighting with each other without caring the Chair - that is not good for the House.

Sri G. Muddukrishnana Naidu:- You are referring this House as Bazar fighting. (went on repeating).

Sri D.K. Samarasinha Reddy:- Sir, I would appeal to the Hon'ble Members that we will go according to the business. We will proceed according to the business.

(Interruptions)
Sri N. Yethiraja Rao (Chennur):- Sir, how can be the Assembly?

Mr. Deputy Speaker:- Please resume your seat. I will permit Paladugu Venkat Rao, after Sri K. Vidyadhara Rao.

Please, don't be uncharitable.

'all right. I will expunge....

Mr. Deputy Speaker:- The Chair has ordered the expunction as requested by the Member.
11 నవంబరు, 1990

హుస్రుహ్ - సారూడరి రంగాలపానం

ఆయన నిర్ధారించాడు. ఈ మార్గం ప్రతి అవసరమైనది. మాత్రమే నిర్ధారించిన ఉపయోగసాధనం ఉంటుంది. మరియు 15 రోజులలో సాధారణంగా ముగించాడు. మిగిలిన కార్యాలను మొత్తం పూర్తి చేయడం బహుమతి పొందాడు. నాయకుడు ప్రతి సమయాన్ని కాలం పూర్తి చేసుకోవడానికి పాటు తప్పని సమయాన్ని ప్రత్యేకంగా మాత్రమే నిర్ధారించాడు. నాయకుడు నిర్ధారించిన కాలం పూర్తి చేయడం పెద్ద అంతర్గతికి బహుమతి పొందాడు. నిర్ధారించిన కాలం ప్రతి సమయాన్ని పూర్తి చేసుకోవడం పొందాడు. నాయకుడు ప్రతి సమయాన్ని కాలం పూర్తి చేసుకోవడం పొందాడు. నాయకుడు నిర్ధారించిన కాలం పూర్తి చేసుకోవడం పొందాడు.
*** Expressed as directed by the Chair.***
Sri V. Rambhupal Chowdary: - It is a very important question concerning the drinking water problem in the State. How many problematic villages are there in the State? What are the plans of the Government to tackle the problem? Is the Government aware that because of non-maintenance, many PWS schemes and bore wells are not functioning? How will the Government tackle this problem? Is the Government aware that the International Water Supply Decade (1980-90) aims at the supply of drinking water for all villages and cent percent drinking water supply? It is a very important question.
பிற்பகுதியிலுள்ள குறுக்கோடு
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195- பெரும் புரோட்டிக், நிலை: செய்திக்குட்படு (சுருங்கல்). நான் பெரும் புரோட்டிக், நிலை: செய்திக்குட்படு (சுருங்கல்)

(1) அன்பந்து நாட்களுக்கு வரும் போது போராடுவதற்காக பாதுகாப்பு வழங்கியதால்

(2) அவ்வாறு என்றும், அவ்வாறு என்றும் என்றும் என்றும்

(3) என்றும் என்றும்

(4) என்றும் என்றும்

(5) என்றும் என்றும்

(6) என்றும் என்றும்

(7) என்றும் என்றும்
11 వ దినం, 1990. కోశి - రామవీచారం

సంపాదకుడు: ఎంపోస్టేంట్ సిలియాన్ ఎంపికునేది. బాలీవండ అనే విశ్లేషణ పతాఫ్టు కారణం అయితే, ప్రత్యేక ప్రశ్నలు తెలుస్తుంది.

బి. చెడ్డిరామ్‌నొకు: రామవీచారం, బాలీవండ అనే విశ్లేషణ పతాఫ్టు కారణం అయితే, ప్రత్యేక ప్రశ్నలు తెలుస్తుంది.

సంపాదకుడు: రామవీచారం, బాలీవండ అనే విశ్లేషణ పతాఫ్టు కారణం అయితే, ప్రత్యేక ప్రశ్నలు తెలుస్తుంది.

"ఆనంద స్విత్త" 212-

1940- అయితే కోశి కోశి సమాధానం?

(3) అయితే కోశి కోశి సమాధానం?

"మాత్రం సంచాలకం" యాదాద్రి శాసనం కాదిరు.
(3) ఆమోదించిన రెండు సంవత్సరాల పాటు పొందాలి గాని అంధ్రప్రదేశ్
ప్రపంచంలో సాధారణ జాతీయ ప్రతిష్ఠానం పై సమాధానాన్ని
 ఎక్కడూ మాట్లాడండేది?

(4) అమరికలో చూపుపుడు సంతరం సమాధానం కొనసాగితా?
వచ్చు ఆమోదించాలి ఎందుకు దరియి?

మాసికంగా, అంధ్రప్రదేశ్ (ప్రపంచం సాధారణ నియంత్రయం)
కట్టడు?

(5) అమరికలో రాష్ట్రాల నియమాన్ని రాశాలని ప్రతిష్ఠానంలో సేవనం
కల్పించుతుంది?

(6) ఆలోచన, సమాధాన స్వతంత్రంగా నిలిచాలి 
మామూలులో బాగా 
ఎందుకు సాధనాన్ని 
సృగించాలి?

(7) 1988-89 లో పాటుపాటుబడి పరిస్థితి 29.56 మంది ప్రపంచంలో రెండవ స్థానం
1989-90 లో పాటుపాటుబడి పరిస్థితి 31.90 మంది ప్రపంచంలో రెండవ స్థానం
1988-89 లో పాటుపాటుబడి పరిస్థితి 17.81 మంది, 1989-90 లో పాటుపాటుబడి
పరిస్థితి 18.10 మంది ప్రపంచంలో రెండవ స్థానం

(8) రాష్ట్రాలు రాష్ట్రాలు రాష్ట్రాలు మంది 235 ఒకటి రెండవ స్థానం
సమాధానం కొనసాగితా?
మంది 94 ఒకటి సంస్థానాల సాధనం సమాధానం 
 సమాధానం వాడుకంటే నిలిచాలి 
 అంధ్రప్రదేశ్ సమాధానం వాడుకంటే నిలిచాలి 
 జనాభా సమాధానం వాడుకంటే 
 ప్రపంచంలో రెండవ స్థానం యొక్క 
 నిలిచాలి 

ఇది ఏ ప్రదేశం మామూలు రాష్ట్రాలు?

ఇది ఏ జాతియాధ్యక్షనాధ్యక్షం?

ఇది ఏ ప్రపంచానికి అవసరం గాని అవసరం 
నిలిచాలి?
Sri N. Janardhana Reddy:— We will look into that.

Pr. S. Rangabhadra Reddy:— We will look into that.
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491-3. 3. Sowitha (Vth):— Tiharavazuru maha Siva prasanna kumara prasanna

(1) The late Mr. G.R. Reddy died 18 years ago. He was a great all-round leader. He joined the Indian National Congress in 1920 and was elected a member of the Konga’l all-India Congress Committee in 1922. He was a member of the Indian National Congress from 1920 to 1922. He was a member of the Indian National Congress from 1920 to 1922. He was a member of the Indian National Congress from 1920 to 1922. He was a member of the Indian National Congress from 1920 to 1922.

(2) The late Mr. G.R. Reddy died 18 years ago. He was a great all-round leader. He joined the Indian National Congress in 1920 and was elected a member of the Konga’l all-India Congress Committee in 1922. He was a member of the Indian National Congress from 1920 to 1922. He was a member of the Indian National Congress from 1920 to 1922. He was a member of the Indian National Congress from 1920 to 1922. He was a member of the Indian National Congress from 1920 to 1922.

(3) The late Mr. G.R. Reddy died 18 years ago. He was a great all-round leader. He joined the Indian National Congress in 1920 and was elected a member of the Konga’l all-India Congress Committee in 1922. He was a member of the Indian National Congress from 1920 to 1922. He was a member of the Indian National Congress from 1920 to 1922. He was a member of the Indian National Congress from 1920 to 1922. He was a member of the Indian National Congress from 1920 to 1922.

(4) The late Mr. G.R. Reddy died 18 years ago. He was a great all-round leader. He joined the Indian National Congress in 1920 and was elected a member of the Konga’l all-India Congress Committee in 1922. He was a member of the Indian National Congress from 1920 to 1922. He was a member of the Indian National Congress from 1920 to 1922. He was a member of the Indian National Congress from 1920 to 1922. He was a member of the Indian National Congress from 1920 to 1922.
చుట్టిన మ. శ్రీకర్ సేవి (సర్వభూమి):— అధ్యాయం, పండితీయ విషయం అనంతం రాయ దించిన ప్రత్యేక విషయం

మామూలు రాయి మాయనికీ సంస్థ నిర్వహించే అవసరం ఉండేది, యయమిని కూడా ఆధారపడము పట్టికను చేయాలి.

చుట్టిన మ. శ్రీకర్ సేవి:— రిసీ పండితీయ విషయాల సంఖ్య సూచించినది. పండితీయ విషయం సమ్మేళనం సంఖ్య లేదు ఉండాలి.

మామూలు రాయి మాయనికీ సంస్థ నిర్వహించే అవసరం ఉండేది, యయమిని కూడా ఆధారపడము పట్టికను చేయాలి.

చుట్టిన మ. శ్రీకర్ సేవి:— రిసీ పండితీయ విషయాల సంఖ్య సూచించినది. పండితీయ విషయం సమ్మేళనం సంఖ్య లేదు ఉండాలి.

మామూలు రాయి మాయనికీ సంస్థ నిర్వహించే అవసరం ఉండేది, యయమిని కూడా ఆధారపడము పట్టికను చేయాలి.
(ఇ) తాడిపత్రం సంచాల్నా తరఫు అందంపై అమలు చేయబడిన నమ్మి నష్టాంశాలను మార్గం వచ్చాను పాటు ఉంటుంది.

(త) అసంపాదించిన ఎదితో సామాన్య కారకాలను పొందాలని జాగ్రత్తు వచ్చాం?

నూతన 3. ఎంచుక ఉండాలి (త) అంటే ఉండాలి.

(ఇ) జాతివిద్యా కేంద్రం నుండి సమాధానం లభించాలని దాదాపు పొందాలని ఉంటుంది. ఇది గణాంకాలు అవసరం ఉంది. అందుకే కేంద్రం నుండి ప్రత్యేకంగా సామాన్య కారకాలను పొందాలని జాగ్రత్తు వచ్చాం.

నూతన 3. ఎంచుక ఉండాలి (త) అంటే ఉండాలి.

(త) పండితుడు అని పెట్టాను నిదానికి సమయం లభించాను దాదాపు పొందాలని ఉంటుంది. ఇది గణాంకాలు అవసరం ఉంది. అందుకే కేంద్రం నుండి ప్రత్యేకంగా సామాన్య కారకాలను పొందాలని జాగ్రత్తు వచ్చాం.

నూతన 3. ఎంచుక ఉండాలి (త) అంటే ఉండాలి.

(ఇ) జాతివిద్యా కేంద్రం నుండి సమాధానం లభించాలని దాదాపు పొందాలని ఉంటుంది. ఇది గణాంకాలు అవసరం ఉంది. అందుకే కేంద్రం నుండి ప్రత్యేకంగా సామాన్య కారకాలను పొందాలని జాగ్రత్తు వచ్చాం.

నూతన 3. ఎంచుక ఉండాలి (త) అంటే ఉండాలి.

(త) పండితుడు అని పెట్టాను నిదానికి సమయం లభించాను దాదాపు పొందాలని ఉంటుంది. ఇది గణాంకాలు అవసరం ఉంది. అందుకే కేంద్రం నుండి ప్రత్యేకంగా సామాన్య కారకాలను పొందాలని జాగ్రత్తు వచ్చాం.

నూతన 3. ఎంచుక ఉండాలి (త) అంటే ఉండాలి.
ాంగ్లులో నిరంతరం నిలయం పంచిన అధికారిక పనిలాభం కలిగే మంత్రిత్వం క్రింద తిరిగి, ఫికరుగా ప్రతి ప్రతి చారు ప్రత్యేక సందర్భాల్లో నిర్ణయం ప్రాతిష్ఠించారని వేత్తి. ఫికరు అప్పుడు కార్యక్రమం ప్రశ్నల పరిషటి సందర్భంలో గుర్తించబడింది. ఫికరు సందర్భాల్లో కుదురుపడి, ఫికరు సంఘం సాధనాలు కూడా పరిషటి సందర్భంలో గుర్తించబడింది. 

ఫికరు సందర్భంలో కుదురుపడి, ఫికరు సంఘం సాధనాలు ఉప్చితంగా పరిషటి సందర్భంలో గుర్తించబడింది.
Mr. Deputy Speaker:— You please stop there. You please limit there. Action will be taken according to Rules. They have written to Government of India.
11 ప్రపంచంలో,

నస్తుంది పూర్తి - యాత్రె మాత్రమే

అంటే వాడండి నేడు రమె రోమాను

217(1)

ప్రతి సంఖ్యలు ప్రతి సంఖ్య గ్రంథం ప్రతి సంఖ్య అధ్యాపకుడు,

ఎక్కడ సంఖ్య 50 అంటే కట్టడం కోసం,

ఎక్కడ సంఖ్య 5 అంటే కట్టడం కోసం,

(1) అంటే ఇతర సంఖ్యలు అనేకం అంటే కట్టడం కోసం,

(2) ఇతర సంఖ్యలను అధ్యాపకుడు ప్రతి సంఖ్య అధ్యాపకుడు,

(3) అంటే అధ్యాపకుడు ప్రతి సంఖ్య అధ్యాపకుడు,

(4) అంటే అధ్యాపకుడు ప్రతి సంఖ్య అధ్యాపకుడు,
పాశ్చాత్య నిర్మాణం లో కరిగించారు. 1948 సంవత్సరం నుండి దాని ప్రారంభం ఉన్నాం. దీని విస్తృతతో స్థాయి ప్రారంభం ఉన్నాం. అందులో నేరనుంచి దాని రూపాలను కోసం స్థాయి జాతి సాంఘాల కేంద్రాన్ని ఉంది. దాని విస్తృతతో స్థాయి ప్రారంభం ఉన్నాం. 1948 సంవత్సరం నుండి దాని ప్రారంభం ఉన్నాం. అందులో నేరనుంచి దాని రూపాలను కోసం స్థాయి జాతి సాంఘాల కేంద్రాన్ని ఉంది. 1948 సంవత్సరం నుండి దాని ప్రారంభం ఉన్నాం. అందులో నేరనుంచి దాని రూపాలను కోసం స్థాయి జాతి సాంఘాల కేంద్రాన్ని ఉంది. 1948 సంవత్సరం నుండి దాని ప్రారంభం ఉన్నాం. అందులో నేరనుంచి దాని రూపాలను కోసం స్థాయి జాతి సాంఘాల కేంద్రాన్ని ఉంది. 1948 సంవత్సరం నుండి దాని ప్రారంభం ఉన్నాం. అందులో నేరనుంచి దాని రూపాలను కోసం స్థాయి జాతి సాంఘాల కేంద్రాన్ని ఉంది. 1948 సంవత్సరం నుండి దాని ప్రారంభం ఉన్నాం. అందులో నేరనుంచి దాని రూపాలను కోసం స్థాయి జాతి సాంఘాల కేంద్రాన్ని ఉంది.

మాట, ఇది మాట్లాడింది: అది మాట, ఇది మాట్లాడింది. అది మాట, ఇది మాట్లాడింది. అది మాట, ఇది మాట్లాడింది. అది మాట, ఇది మాట్లాడింది. అది మాట, ఇది మాట్లాడింది. అది మాట, ఇది మాట్లాడింది. అది మాట, ఇది మాట్లాడింది. అది మాట, ఇది మాట్లాడింది.
SUBMERSION OF LAND AT D.L. PURAM IN SRIKAKULAM DISTRICT

69-Q-Sarvasri G.S.S. Sivaji and K. Yerranaiidu:- Will the Chief Minister be pleased to state:

(a) whether it is a fact that 2500 acres of land is getting submerged every year at "D.L. Puram - Thampara (V) in Polaki (M) in Srikakulam District; and

(b) if so, the steps proposed to be taken to prevent submersion on permanent basis?

A.-(a) Yes, Sir. A low level area of about 2722 acres locally called as "Thampara" is getting submerged every year at D.L. Puram (Village) in Polaki Mandal of Srikakulam District.

(b) An estimate for Rs. 23.94 lakhs for Dandu Lakshmi-puram drainage scheme in Polaki (M) of Srikakulam District with necessary proposals to prevent submersion on permanent basis has been approved by the Technical Advisory Committee to State Flood Control Board in its 36th meeting held on 21-2-1990 at Dowlaishwaram. The scheme requires approval of State Flood Control Board. The proposals will be placed for the consideration of the State Flood Control Board in the next meeting.

SALE OF GOVERNMENT QUARTERS

220-Q.-Sarvasri V. Rambhupal Chowdary and T. Jeevan Reddy:- Will the Chief Minister be pleased to state:

whether the Government has any proposal to sell the Government Quarters to its employees who are residing in them long since?

A.-No Sir.

FINANCE CORPORATION FOR FISHERMEN

433-Q.-Sarvasri Ch. Ramachandra Rao, G.S.S. Sivaji and K. Yerranaiidu:- Will the Chief Minister be pleased to state:

(a) whether there is any proposal to constitute a Finance Corporation for the benefit of the Fishermen; and

(b) if so, the particulars thereof?

A.-(a) No Sir.

(b) Does not arise.
LINING OF CANALS UNDER SRIRAMSAGAR PROJECT

(a) whether it is a fact that lining works of canals have been taken up under Sriramsagar Project under World Bank Package Programme;

(b) whether it is a fact that supply of water has been stopped to the ryots in November, 1989 even before taking up the works under Lower Maneru Dam;

(c) whether it is a fact that crops have damaged due to this; and

(d) if so, the steps taken by the Government to save the crops?

A.-(a) Yes, Sir.

(b) The Government in G.O.Rt.No. 627, dt. 7-7-89 accorded approval to stop supply of water for Kharif Irrigation on 15-11-89 in the areas above and below L.M.D. In Kakatiya Canal. Further in G.O.Ms.No. 1084, dt. 28-12-1989 the Government accorded approval for release of water for Rabi from 15-10-89 to 29-2-90 up to KM. 202, except DBM. 6, 7, 15, 16 and 18 where the lining works under the World Bank Packages are programmed to be taken up by the Contractor. The distributories where lining works are programmed to be taken up are to be made available to the contractor from December to May as per agreement conditions. As such the water supply in distributories DBM 6, 7, 15, 16 and 18 was discontinued by the end of November, 1989.

(c) No Sir.

(d) As the water was supplied to the end of Kharif season, no damage was caused to the crops. Further, action was taken for providing supply of water to the standing crops in the ayacut under distributories 5 to 9 above Lower Manair Dam and distributories 1 to 20 below L.M.D. (except DBM 5, 6, 15, 16 and 18) up to KM 202 of Kakatiya Canal up to 14th April 1990 based on representations from Sri K.R. Suresh Reddy, M.L.A., and Sri T. Jeevan Reddy, M.L.A., Action was also taken to supply water to the standing crops below KM 202 of Kakatiya Canal under DBM 23, 24, 25, 27, 28, 29, 30 and 31 up to 15-2-1990 based on representation from P.V. Ranga Rao, M.L.A. Thus appropriate and timely action has been taken to provide water to the standing crops even though they were shown beyond the scheduled period or raised unauthorisedly.

WATER FOR SECOND CROP UNDER K.C. CANAL

654-Q.-Sarvasri B.V. Sekhar Reddy and G. Nagi Reddy:- Will the Chief Minister be pleased to state:
(a) whether sufficient water will be supplied to the second crop under K.C. Canal and Tungabhadra Project High Level Canal, Tungabhadra High Level Canal; and

(b) if so, the date up to which the supply of water will be continued?

A.- (a) Second Crop K.C. Canal As per the decision taken in the Irrigation Advisory Committee Meeting held on 16-12-89, there will be no (second) Rabi Crop under K.C. Canal during the current year 1989-90.

Second crop under Tungabhadra High Level Canal: Yes Sir.

(b) K.C. Canal: Does not arise.

High Level Canal System: -

(a) Mid Pennar North Canal up to 16-3-1990.

(b) Mid Pennar South Canal up to 31-3-1990.

SUPPLY OF WATER TO DHARMAVARAM CANAL

658-Q.-Sarvasri G. Nagireddy and B.V. Sekhar Reddy: - Will the Chief Minister be pleased to state:

(a) whether it is a fact that the Government have proposed to supply water to Penna Ahobilam Balancing Reservoir right canal (Dharmavaram Canal) under Tungabhadra Project High Level Canal System by the month of December 1990; and

(b) if so, the action proposed to be taken in this regard?

A.- (a) Proposals to create partial benefits for supply of water for an ayacut of 5000 acres out of 50,000 acres under Penna Ahobilam Balancing Reservoir Right Canal (Dharmavaram Canal) by December, 1990 (Rabi season of 90-91) were formulated earlier. But as of now considering that the work on spillway blocks from 12th part to 19th part could be taken up only from 16-2-90, it is programmed to complete these blocks up to elevation +428 by 15-8-91 and hence the partial benefits can be created for Khariff 1991.

(b) The construction of spillway blocks 12th part to 19th part to raise up to elevation +428 is taken up on 16-2-90. The spill level of Penna Ahobilam Balancing Reservoir right canal is +423 and water is proposed to be impounded during the water year 1991-92 in the Penna Ahobilam Balancing Reservoir for supplying water to the ayacut under Penna Ahobilam Balancing Reservoir right canal (Dharmavaram Canal).

MAINTENANCE FOR FISHERMEN

671-Q.-Sri S. Satyanarayana Rao: - Will the Chief Minister be pleased to state:
(a) whether it is a fact that there is a Government Scheme by which the Government is paying Rs. 270/- to fishermen, if he pays at the rate of Rs. 30 per month for 9 months to provide maintenance for fishermen during non-fishing season;

(b) if so, the number of fishermen getting benefit from the Government under the said scheme; together with the number of applications pending as on date; and

(c) whether there is any proposal to extend the scheme to all fishermen?

A.-(a) Yes Sir.

(b) 3859 Marine Fishermen benefited. (113 Applications are pending.)

(c) No Sir.

AIR POLLUTION BY AUTOMOBILES IN HYDERABAD

48-

699-O.-Sarasvati G. Shyam Sundar Sivaji, K. Yerrannaidu and A. Madhava Reddy:- Will the Chief Minister be pleased to state:

(a) whether it is a fact that the air is polluted due to the emission of smoke by the Vehicles in Hyderabad City; and

(b) if so, the action taken to prevent the same?

A.-(a) Yes, Sir.

(b) (1) Government are taking action to prevent air pollution by automobiles through the Transport Department by enforcing the standards of emission of smoke and other gases by automobiles both petrol and diesel, as per the provisions of the new Motor Vehicles Act, 1988 of Government of India and rules made thereunder.

(2) Government plans to set up testing stations with necessary equipments viz., Gas Analysers and Smoke meters in every District to ensure that the smoke emission standards fixed under rules are rigidly enforced by the Motor Vehicle Inspectors at the time of issue or renewal of the Fitness Certificate to Vehicles. Already such testing stations have been set up in some Districts including twin cities.

(3) Government have provided an amount of Rs. 8.95 lakhs for the year 1990-91 for purchase of anti-pollution equipment.

ALUMINIUM FACTORY AT VISAKHAPATNAM

49-

955-O.-Sarasvati D. Sivarama Raju and R. Satyanarayana:- Will the Chief Minister be pleased to state:
(a) whether it is a fact that the Central Government have given clearance in 1977 for establishing an Aluminium Factory at Visakhapatnam; and

(b) if so, the reasons for not establishing the same?
A.-(a) No Sir.
(b) Government of India have intimated that the result of the examination of the feasibility report on the setting up of Alumina plant revealed that with the given parameters, economic viability could not be ensured. However, discussions are proposed to be continued with the Soviet side by Government of India for establishing the export-oriented bauxite mining complex in Andhra Pradesh.

RESERVOIR AT CHINNA KEDARI IN SRIKAKULAM DISTRICT

8-Q.- Sarvasri G.S.S. Sivaji and K. Yerrannaidu:-- Will the Minister for Panchayati Raj and Minor Irrigation by pleased to state:
(a) whether the Government have received any representation from public for construction of Reservoir at "Chinna Kedari" for benefiting nearly six villages in Tekkali Mandal in Srikakulam District; and
(b) if so, the action taken thereon?
A.-(a) Yes Sir.
(b) The preliminary Investigation of the above scheme is in progress. After completion of Preliminary Investigation and collection of required data and information, further action will be taken by the Chief Engineer, Minor Irrigation.

RESERVOIR ON CHILAKALAGADDA IN VIZIANAGARAM DISTRICT

590-Q.- Sri L.B. Bukku:-- Will the Minister for Panchayati Raj and Minor Irrigation be pleased to state:
(a) whether there is any proposal to construct a Reservoir or a check dam on Chilakalagadda near Srungavarapukota Constituency in Vizianagaram District;
(b) if so, the time by which the construction will be taken up; and
(c) the amount proposed to be released for it?
A.-(a) Yes Sir. A proposal was made for a Reservoir across Chilakalagadda in Chilakalagadda village Srungavarapukota Mandal, Vizianagaram District, to stabilise an ayacut of
2404 acres under 42 tanks utilising an yield of 189.42 Mft. This scheme is in Preliminary Investigation Stage. But this scheme effects the lower Riparian Rights of Thatipudi Reservoir scheme which is a drinking water source for Visakhapatnam. Hence, taking up of the Chilakalagadda Reservoir will be considered after finalisation of Polavaram Barrage Scheme.

(b) and (c) Does not arise for the present.

REITAGING THE NUMBERS OF GRAM PANCHAYATS

704-Q.-Sarvasri G. Syam Sunder Sivaji, K. Yerrannaidu and A. Madhava Reddy:- Will the Minister for Panchayati Raj be pleased to state:

(a) whether the Government propose to reduce the number of existing Gram Panchayats by constituting group panchayats;

(b) if so, the number to which they will be reduced;

(c) the reasons for the reduction; and

(d) the basis on which regrouping will be done?

A-(a) No Sir
(b), (c) and (d) Does not arise.

REGULAR SCALE TO TYPISTS IN M.P.Ps.

1033-Q-Sarvasri M. Omkar, D. China Mallaiah and C. Vittal Reddy:- Will the Minister for Panchayati Raj and Rural Development be pleased to state:

(a) whether it is a fact that several Typists selected in Group-IV Examination of District Selection Committees in 1986 have been working at various Mandal Praja Parishad Offices in the State in general and Warangal District in particular without regular scales; and

(b) if so, when the regular scales will be sanctioned to them?

A-(a) The appointments of the Typists in Mandal Praja Parishads were made from the merit list of District Selection Committee, 1986 of Group-IV Service Recruitment on daily wage basis. In Warangal District also some Typists were working on Daily wage basis.

(b) As these appointments were made on Daily Wage basis with giving break/gap, no regular scales of pay can be allowed to them. However, in view of certain Court Judgements the question of giving them regular scale of pay is under consideration of Government.
EXTENT OF SOCIAL FORESTRY IN CHITTOOR DISTRICT

308-Q.—Smt. G. Aruna:— Will the Minister for Agriculture be pleased to state:

(a) the extent of land in which Social Forestry was raised so far in Chittoor District; and

(b) the extent of land proposed to be covered during this year?

A.—(a) The total area covered under Social Forestry schemes in Chittoor district up to 31-3-89 is 11,313.9 ha. +456.5 Kms. of linear plantations as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl. No.</th>
<th>Name of the Scheme</th>
<th>Block Plantations (ha)</th>
<th>Strip Plantations (Linear) (Kms.)</th>
<th>Financial Achievement (Rs. in lakhs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>DPAP (from 1974-75 to 1988-89)</td>
<td>6987.5</td>
<td>103.0</td>
<td>223.524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>NRBP (from 1980-81 to 1988-89)</td>
<td>2194.4</td>
<td>245.5</td>
<td>214.387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>CIDA (from 1983-84 to 1988-89)</td>
<td>2122.0</td>
<td>108.0</td>
<td>191.078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>DRW (1985-86 only)</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>11313.9</strong></td>
<td><strong>456.5</strong></td>
<td><strong>629.245</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) The following is the proposed area for 1989-90, with particulars of achievement of physical and financial up to the end of 12/89:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl. No.</th>
<th>Name of the Scheme</th>
<th>BLOCK PLANT</th>
<th>LINEAR PLANT</th>
<th>FINANCIAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Target Achievement (in ha)</td>
<td>Target Achievement (in kms)</td>
<td>Target Achievement (Rs. in lakhs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Jawahar Rozgar Yojana</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>..</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>CIDA</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>..</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>DPAP</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Mechanised plants</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>..</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>895</strong></td>
<td><strong>798</strong></td>
<td><strong>36</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPOINTMENT OF TEACHERS IN KURNOOR Z.P.P.

655-Q.-Sarvasri B.V. Sekhar Reddy and G. Nagi Reddy:—
Will the Minister for Panchayati Raj be pleased to state:
(a) whether it is a fact that teachers have been appointed in all the Zilla Praja Parishads except in Kurnool Zilla Praja Parishad area; and
(b) if so, the reasons therefor?
A.—(a) Yes, Sir.
(b) The teachers' selection could not be taken up simultaneously along with other districts due to Andhra Pradesh High Court stay orders in W.P. No. 7060/89 filed by Chairman, Zilla Praja Parishad, Kurnool. On vacation of stay orders by the Andhra Pradesh High Court, Government have permitted Zilla Praja Parishad, Kurnool to fill up the vacant post of teachers. Subsequently general orders imposing ban against recruitment of Government employees, as a policy, were also lifted in case of Panchayati Raj teachers posts on 8-2-1990.

ENERGISAATION OF IRRIGATION BORES

264-Q.—Sarvasri V. Rambhupal Chowdary and Y. Ramakrishnudu:—
Will the Minister for Finance and Power be pleased to state:
(a) whether it is a fact that there are a number of applications pending all over the State for energisation of irrigation bores and wells; and
(b) if so, the number of applications pending; and the action proposed to be taken to meet the said demand?
A.—(a) Yes, Sir.
(b) There are about 2.98 lakh applications pending in the State as on 31-12-1989, to meet the demand, the Energisation of agricultural pumps is being taken up with outside plan funds under Special Project Agricultural Programme which is financed by Rural Electrification Corporation, NABARD and Commercial Banks.

SETTLEMENT OF CLAIMS OF RETIRING EMPLOYEES.

406-Q.—Sarvasri G.S.S. Sivaji, K. Yerrannaidu and Chikkala Ramachandra Rao:— Will the Minister for finance and Power be pleased to state:
(a) whether the Government is considering to settle all the claims of retiring Government employees on the day of their retirement; and
(b) if so, the particulars thereof?

A.-(a) Yes, Sir, instructions have already been issued in the matter.

(b) Answer is placed on the Table of the House.

The following are the claims of the retiring Government employees:

(i) Pension
(ii) Death-cum-Retirement Gratuity
(iii) General Provident Fund
(iv) Family Benefit Fund
(v) Group Insurance
(vi) Andhra Pradesh Government Life Insurance
(vii) Encashment of leave

The instruction issued regarding their settlement is as follows:

(i & ii) **Pension and Death-cum-Retirement Gratuity**

Government desires that every retired employee should get his first pension on the date on which he would have received salary but for his retirement. However, owing to various lapses on the part of different agencies involved in Pension settlement, this objective could not be achieved fully.

Government have reviewed the position carefully and with a view to expediting settlement of pension and other retirement benefits instructions have been issued vide Circular Memo.No. 18982 -A/183/FSC/88, Fin. & Plg. (Fin. PSC) Department, dated 23.7.1989 for strict compliance by Heads of Offices so that the Pension Payment Order/Gratuity Payment Order can be issued before retirement of a Government servant.

If payment of pension is not commenced on the due date, due to any exceptional reasons anticipatory pension shall be paid by the Heads of Office at 4/10th of the last pay drawn emoluments counting for pension if the Government servant had put in 33 years of qualifying service and proportionate anticipatory Pension for less than 33 years of qualifying service. The anticipatory pension shall be paid till the Pension Payment Order is issued by Accountant General and this amount is adjusted from the Pension authorised by the Accountant General. The detailed procedure prescribed vide Rule 51-A of the A.P. Revised Pension Rules, 1980 shall be followed in this regard.

When there is likely to be delay in releasing the pensionary benefits to a retiring Government servant Anticipatory Gratuity should be released by the Head of the Office
to the extent of 80% of the amount worked out by the Department. All known dues to the Department upto the date of release of anticipatory gratuity shall be adjusted from the Anticipatory Gratuity. No anticipatory gratuity shall be released if there are any departmental/judicial proceedings pending or are contemplated, until concluding of such proceedings and issue of final orders thereon. The orders issued vide G.O.Ms.No. 230, Finance & Plg. (F.W. Pen.I) Department, dt. 18.6.85 should be followed in payment of Anticipatory Gratuity.

(iii) General Provident Fund:

Instructions have been issued vide Circular Memo. No. 018436/905/Pen.II/86, dated 31.12.1988, for discontinuance of General Provident Fund subscriptions compulsorily during the last four months of service of the subscriber to enable the Accountant-General, Andhra Pradesh to complete the General Provident Fund account to arrange the final payment on the date following the date of retirement of the subscriber.

(iv) Family Benefit Fund:

Orders have been issued in G.O.Ms.No. 293, Finance, (Accts.II) Department, dt. 8.10.1984 that as a result of introduction of Group Insurance Scheme with effect from 1.11.1984, the Family Benefit Fund Scheme ceased from the date. The accumulations in the Family Benefit Fund Scheme shall continue to remain in the Family Benefit Fund Scheme. The balance with interest thereon shall become payable to the subscribers on their retirement.

(v) Group Insurance:

According to orders issued vide G.O.Ms.No. 293, Finance, dt. 8.10.1984, the Head of the Office shall issue a sanction for the payment of the admissible amount under the Group Insurance Scheme on the retirement of a Government servant on simple verification of Service Book to find out whether the employee was a Member of the Group Insurance Scheme or not.

(vi) Andhra Pradesh Government Life Insurance:

As per the Andhra Pradesh Government Life Insurance Fund Rules, Director of Insurance shall have the power to order for payment of the amount of Policy together with Bonus or surrender value of the policy in other cases consequent on demitting the office i.e. resignation, Compulsory Retirement etc. by the Government servants on surrendering their policies under Rule 22 of the above rules.

(vii) Encashment of leave:

Instructions are issued vide Circular Memo.No.32580-C/1768/FR.I/76-1, dated 31.1.1977, empowering the Head of the
Office himself to sanction encashment of leave, draw and disburse leave salary after obtaining formal application from the retiring Government servant and after duty arriving at the leave title.

30 BEDED HOSPITAL AT KODADA

138-Q.- Sarvasri V. Chander Rao and A. Madhava Reddy:—Will the Minister for Roads & Buildings be pleased to state:

(a) whether the Government are in receipt of any representations for the sanction of 30 beded Civil Hospital at Kodada; and

(b) if so, the action taken thereon?

A.—(a) Yes, Sir.

(b) The proposal for upgradation of PHC Kodada has not been taken up due to lack of funds during this year i.e. 1989-90.

OPEN AIR THEATRE IN EACH DISTRICT

692-Q.—Sarvasri G.S.S. Sivaji, K. Yerrannaidu and A. Madhava Reddy:—Will the Minister for Social Welfare and Cultural Affairs be pleased to state:

(a) whether there is any proposal to construct Open Air Theatre in each District in the State under Telugu Kala Thoranam Programme; and

(b) if so, the places in which they will be constructed?

A.—(a) No, Sir.

(b) Does not arise.

REGULARISATION OF STAFF IN TELUGU BALA MAHILA PRAGATHI PRANGANAMS

565-Q.— Sarvasri M. Damodar Reddy and S. Venugopala Chary:—Will the Minister for Women's Development and Child Welfare be pleased to state:

(b) whether it is a fact that the services of the staff working in the Telugu Bala Mahila Pragathi Pranganams have not been regularised so far in the State; and

(b) if so the steps taken by the Government to regularise their services?
A.-(a) Yes, Sir.

(b) the Pranganams have started functioning only from the year 1988-89 and the staff has been appointed on temporary basis on consolidated pay. The framing of the Service Rules for the Pranganam Staff is under process. After the formation of the Persons Incharge Committee, the Service Rules will be placed before the Committee and also in the General Body Meeting of the Corporation for taking a decision for regularisation of Services.

Mr. Deputy Speaker:- questions and answers are over.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>రాష్ట్రానికి విభాగం</th>
<th>విభాగట్లకు కాలం</th>
<th>ప్రైవేట్ కంపెనీలు</th>
<th>ప్రాథమిక పాఠశాలలు</th>
<th>కళాశాలలు</th>
<th>చరిత్ర</th>
<th>ప్రతిష్ఠ</th>
<th>కోటలు (హిందీ)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>(3)</td>
<td>(4)</td>
<td>(5)</td>
<td>(6)</td>
<td>(7)</td>
<td>(8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>రాష్ట్రానికి విభాగం</td>
<td>విభాగట్లకు కాలం</td>
<td>ప్రైవేట్ కంపెనీలు</td>
<td>ప్రాథమిక పాఠశాలలు</td>
<td>కళాశాలలు</td>
<td>చరిత్ర</td>
<td>ప్రతిష్ఠ</td>
<td>కోటలు (హిందీ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>అమ్మన సాహిత్య</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>40-60</td>
<td>30-40</td>
<td>30-60</td>
<td>30-60</td>
<td>30-60</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>రాష్ట్రానికి విభాగం</td>
<td>విభాగట్లకు కాలం</td>
<td>ప్రైవేట్ కంపెనీలు</td>
<td>ప్రాథమిక పాఠశాలలు</td>
<td>కళాశాలలు</td>
<td>చరిత్ర</td>
<td>ప్రతిష్ఠ</td>
<td>కోటలు (హిందీ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>అమ్మన సాహిత్య</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>40-60</td>
<td>30-40</td>
<td>30-60</td>
<td>30-60</td>
<td>30-60</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>పాటల కార్యక్రూరకు రాతి / సమాధానాన్ని ప్రారంభించడానికి 100 కండ కింద అంధంగా 100-</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>392</td>
<td>392454</td>
<td>34118</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>ప్రధాన మంత్రి సిద్ధాంతశాస్త్రాలు / గణాలించడానికి ప్రారంభించడానికి 100 కండ కింద</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>1301</td>
<td>125853</td>
<td>30734</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>సాధారణ కపిగాఢాంతుగా పంచాయతీల ప్రారంభించడానికి 30 కండ కింద</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>1220</td>
<td>115115</td>
<td>23678</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>వంతే జాతుడు లాంటీన్ సాధారణ 30 కండ కింద</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>377</td>
<td>39826</td>
<td>9749</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>వంతే జాతుడు లాంటీన్ సాధారణ 30 కండ కింద</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>860</td>
<td>79217</td>
<td>19797</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>వంతే జాతుడు లాంటీన్ సాధారణ 30 కండ</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>54675</td>
<td>7372</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>వంతే జాతుడు లాంటీన్ సాధారణ 30 కండ</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>9131</td>
<td>2208</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>అతి కాంచించడానికి 30 కండ</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>15591</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>అతి కాంచించడానికి 30 కండ</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>26110</td>
<td>4771</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>వంతే జాతుడు లాంటీన్ సాధారణ 30 కండ</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>161198</td>
<td>49656</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>వంతే జాతుడు లాంటీన్ సాధారణ 30 కండ</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>161198</td>
<td>49656</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>వంతే జాతుడు లాంటీన్ సాధారణ 30 కండ</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>1440</td>
<td>155846</td>
<td>37974</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>వంతే జాతుడు లాంటీన్ సాధారణ 30 కండ</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>39451</td>
<td>1108</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<p>| | | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1960</td>
<td>1275098</td>
<td>361108</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The statement is a big farce.
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స్టీ ఎన్ రామకృష్ణా రాం:- మేమునే మేరు సంస్థ మేరు లేనా అంటం అనిస్సేస్‌ అని ఇండిలావచ్చు?

స్టీ ఎన్ రామకృష్ణా రాం:- మేమునే మేరు సంస్థ మేరు లేనా అంటం అనిస్సేస్‌ అని ఇండిలావచ్చు?
Sri K. Vidyadhara Rao:- Sir, he is misleading the House again. He is misleading the House again. He is misleading the House again.

Sri D.K. Samara Simha Reddy:- Sir, I am not in the habit of misleading the House. He has a right to say that. I am not in the habit of misleading the House. He has a right to say that. I am not in the habit of misleading the House. He has a right to say that.

How can you come to a conclusion, Sir.
Sri D.K. Samara Simha Reddy:— I may be pardoned to interrupt. I will not go into any other aspect excepting what has transpired on the floor of the House.

Sir:— The question is:—

Sir:— Mr. Speaker:—

Sir:—

Sir:— The question is:—

Sir:—

Sir:—

Sir:—
Mr. Deputy Speaker:— If the Government wants to make a statement, we cannot prevent it. It is their privilege.

Sri K. Vidyadhara Rao:— Let him circulate the statement. They cannot make the statement. He has to circulate a cyclostyled copy of the statement to all the Members.

Sri D.K. Samarasimha Reddy:— No, no.

Sri D.K. Samarasimha Reddy:— I am not interested in creating new conventions. I just go by the rules. Under rule 298 "A statement may be made by a Minister on a matter of
public importance with the consent of the Speaker but no question shall be asked at the time the statement is made."
This is the rule and how it reads.

(Interruptions)

The Speaker, Sir, they have no patience to hear the rules. To the best of my knowledge under rule 298, a statement can be made either by furnishing a copy in advance or without it an oral statement in three or four sentences also can be made. That has been the practice.

(Interruptions)

That is the reason why I have said the permission of the Chair. There is no special embargo that speech cannot be made without a copy being furnished. It is well within my right and the Chair has to allow. To make a statement in that regard, I am well within my right and I crave the indulgence of the Chair, I am not going to touch any matter concerning the privilege issue. Whatever it may be, I am not going to touch it and I assure that Hon'ble Members.
"A Minister has a right to make a policy statement at any time. When in urgent case the Minister proposes to make a statement extempore, the requirement to supply of the advance copy of the statement is not insisted upon, but he has to inform the Speaker in advance of the reasons for making the statement at short notice in writing or by meeting the Speaker personally.

Sri K. Vidyadhara Rao:- Are you aware of the statement?

Mr. Deputy Speaker:- With the consent of the Speaker he can make a statement and no question shall be asked at the time when the statement is made.

Sri D.K. Samara Simha Reddy:- I can make the statement extempore. Nobody can check me or stop me from making the statement under the rules.

Mr. Deputy Speaker:- In the morning itself, he has taken my written permission.
I will take the consequences of it. I'm sure that happened in the past. I'm not going to be the one who goes against the law. We have to respect the law, even if it means losing our freedom. We cannot change the past, but we can ensure that it doesn't happen again.

We tried to persuade them, but they were little inclined towards that. Still we persuaded them and made them sit. I'm not questioning anything on that aspect. However, I'm not advocating or promoting any specific cause. I believe in maintaining peace and harmony. We have to respect each other's beliefs and traditions. If we can achieve that, then we can move towards a better future.
( Interruptions)

Sri D.K. Samarasimha Reddy:— I am on a point of Order.

Sri K. Vidyadhara Rao:— There cannot be a point of order in the Zero Hour

(Interruptions)

I am not yielding. He cannot disturb the House.

(Interruptions)

I am on my legs.

Sri D.K. Samarasimha Reddy:— Every one of us has to help the Chair to conduct the House according to the rules.

Mr. Deputy Speaker:— Mr. Vidyadhara Rao, you are making allegations about the conduct of the House.

Sri K. Vidyadhara Rao:— Sir, I am giving a notice. I am bringing Privilege Motion.

(Interruptions)
Sri D.K. Samarasimha Reddy:— Sir, Under Rule 151 of Assembly Rules....

Mr. Dy. Speaker:— Your threats will not do here. Do not give mike to anybody except Sri D.K. Samarasimha Reddy.

Sri D.K. Samarasimha Reddy:— Sir, I am on a Point of Order. Yesterday the Hon'ble Speaker has given me permission on a Point of Order. I am now entitled.

(Interruptions)

Sri D.K. Samarasimha Reddy:— I am on a Point of Order.

(Interruptions).

Sri D.K. Samarasimha Reddy:— I am on a Point of Order.

(Interruptions).

Sri D.K. Samarasimha Reddy:— Apart from that, I hold the Legislative Affairs portfolio. I have the right to intervene. Besides that, I am saying a very pertinent point which I humbly submit to the Chair that it required reconsideration of the Chair.
Sri D.K. Samarasimha Reddy:— Apart from that, I hold the Legislative Affairs. I have the right to intervene. Besides that I am saying a very pertinent point. Sir, I humbly submit: that it requires reconsideration of the Chair. If....

(Interruptions)

there is no Point of Order, it can be ruled out.

Sri P. Ashok Gajapathi Raju (Vijayanagaram):— Sir, Sir..

Mr. Deputy Speaker:— This is not the way to behave. You cannot quarrel with the Chair. You cannot threaten the Chair.

(Interruptions)

Sri D.K. Samarasimha Reddy:— Sir, Point of Order. If there is no Point of Order, you can rule it out. Yesterday, he got the very same privilege. How can he deny it?

(Interruptions)

We have to conduct our business according to the rules.

(Interruptions)

We have been following the Zero Hour. I am not conflicting with your view. The practice that we have been following is that whenever any Member thinks that there is breach of privilege of the House or of a Member certain provisions are enunciated under the Rules. Chapter 20 deals with the Privilege issue. My Point of Order is very simple.

(Interruptions)
"Rule 151 (1) The Speaker, if he gives consent under rule 148 and holds that the matter proposed to be discussed is in order, shall after the questions and before the list of business is entered upon, call the member concerned, who shall raise in his place and, while asking for leave to raise the question of privilege, make a short statement relevant thereto."

It is a mandatory provision. Whether this has been exercised or not. That is my submission. Now the discussion is going on contrary to rule 151. It is my objection. It is, by way of Point of Order, I raised to invite a ruling from the Chair.

Sri D.K. Samarasimha Reddy:— Mr. Speaker Sir, Rule 151 of Assembly rules says — "The Speaker, if he gives consent under rule 148 and holds that the matter proposed to be discussed is in order, shall after the questions and before the list of business is entered upon, call the member concerned who shall raise in his place and, while asking for leave to raise the question of privilege, make a short statement relevant thereto."

Sri K. Vidyadhara Rao:— I thank the Deputy Speaker for giving me an opportunity. State the facts: the date, the time, on which the...
He does not deserve to continue as Legislative Minister even for a second.

(Interruptions)

Sri D.K. Samarasimha Reddy:— Sir, I don't require a certificate from him. First of all, let us know whether he deserves to be a Legislator.

Sri K. Vidyadhara Rao:— I request the Hon'ble Speaker to admit our Privilege Motion. I request the Leader of the House to dismiss this fellow.

(Interruptions)

Sri D.K. Samarasimha Reddy:— Sir, I take objection to it.

Sri D.K. Samarasimha Reddy:— Sir, I don't take cognisance of what was said by an XXX.

(Interruptions)

Mr. Deputy Speaker:— The words XXX will not go into the records.

Sri D.K. Samarasimha Reddy:— We know what their culture is. They have no respect for the rules. We will also repay it in the same coin.

(Interruptions)

Mr. Deputy Speaker:— Now the House is adjourned.

Then the House was adjourned at 11.48 a.m.

XXX Expunged as ordered by the Chair.
Mr. Deputy Speaker:- Mr. Vidyadhara Rao wants to say something. Yes, Mr. Vidyadhara Rao.

Sri K. Vidyadhara Rao:- Mr. Deputy Speaker, Sir, during zero hour, while moving a Privilege Motion, I felt it was unbecoming of me to use the word, "fellow".

Though the word 'fellow' is not un-parliamentary, yet the Members have taken offence to the use of word, 'fellow'. I am sorry, I should not have used the word, 'fellow', but 'Minister'. I am sorry for that.

Sri D.K. Samarasimha Reddy:- While speaking on the subject I did not mean any disrespect to any Hon'ble Member here, if I am misunderstood, I express my regrets. I hope Hon'ble Members will appreciate.

Mr. Deputy Speaker:- Expunged words will not go on record.

Sri P. Venkat Rao (Nuzvid):- I want to know, what has happened to my jeep and the driver?

Sri D.K. Samarsimha Reddy:- Sir, at the outset I would like to clarify one aspect. What all has appeared in the Press is incorrect. I would appeal not to take cognisance of what appeared in the Press.

Mr. Deputy Speaker:- This is a very sensitive matter pertaining to the office of the Hon'ble Speaker. What all
happened in his presence, as far as the M.L.A. is concerned, he has denied and he added that Press report was not correct.

However, yesterday noon, the Hon'ble Speaker phoned up to me that he was not doing well, and that therefore I can conduct the business of the House. This morning also he informed that he was not well and wanted me to conduct the House.

That is the information from Hon'ble Speaker and there is the explanation given by the Minister. Under the circumstances I feel that privilege motion is not proper and therefore disallowed.

(End of speech)
I do not know what has happened to my jeep and driver.

Let me mention about it.
Referring to the Proceedings in the Assembly, the Opposition Leader charged the Speaker that he was adopting 'partial attitude' towards them. While the Government of Congress (I) Members are allowed to go and be on record, our statements are being expunged.

The Speaker is blatantly trying to throttle our voices. If this is not checked we would be constrained to launch 'dharna and satyagraha' and this will be placed in the Speakers' Conference too.

Mr. Deputy Speaker:— Please leave it there. This is Zero Hour. Mr. Janardhan Reddy, you are not even agreeing that this is the 'Zero Hour'. Aur kitni hain, aur kitni jaage aur kitni shabadsheb, aur kitni kahie dilpey. 
పిండి సమాచారం:- అడనాయకు రియల్ నిర్మాణం ముందు ప్రత్యేక సమాచారం అనుకుంటుంది. రియల్ నిర్మాణం విభాగం యొక్క బాధ్యత సమాచారం అనుకుంటుంది. రియల్ నిర్మాణం ప్రాంతంలో ప్రతి సంవత్సరం 700 మంది శ్రాపార్థి సంఖ్యలు అందరికీ నిర్మాణానియంగా కాదు. రియల్ నిర్మాణం యొక్క బాధ్యత సమాచారం అనుకుంటుంది. రియల్ నిర్మాణం ప్రత్యేక ప్రత్యేకంగా ఉండవచ్చు. ఉంటాలను 190 మంది రియల్ నిర్మాణం ప్రాంతంలో సంయోచన సమాచారం అనుకుంటుంది. డాస్సి ప్రతి సంవత్సరంలో అధికంగా ఉండవచ్చు. కనుక డాస్సి ప్రతి సంవత్సరం నిర్మాణం క్రమంలో సంయోచన ప్రాంతం అంతర్భావం కొనసాగింది.

పిండి బ్యాంకు సమాచారం:- అడనాయకు రియల్ నిర్మాణం యొక్క బాధ్యత సమాచారం అనుకుంటుంది. రియల్ నిర్మాణం ప్రతి సంవత్సరం 190 మంది బాధ్యత సంయోచన సమాచారం అనుకుంటుంది. రియల్ నిర్మాణం ప్రతి సంవత్సరం నిర్మాణం క్రమంలో సంయోచన ప్రాంతం అంతర్భావం కొనసాగింది.

బాసి బ్యాంకు సమాచారం:- బాసి బ్యాంకు యొక్క బాధ్యత సమాచారం అనుకుంటుంది.

(పరిచయ సమాచారం)- డాస్సి ప్రతి సంవత్సరం సంయోచన సమాచారం అనుకుంటుంది. డాస్సి ప్రతి సంవత్సరం సంయోచన సమాచారం అనుకుంటుంది.

బాసి బ్యాంకు సమాచారం:- బాసి బ్యాంకు యొక్క బాధ్యత సమాచారం అనుకుంటుంది.

పిండి సమాచారం:- అడనాయకు రియల్ నిర్మాణం యొక్క బాధ్యత సమాచారం అనుకుంటుంది. రియల్ నిర్మాణం ప్రతి సంవత్సరం సంయోచన సమాచారం అనుకుంటుంది.

బాసి బ్యాంకు సమాచారం:- బాసి బ్యాంకు యొక్క బాధ్యత సమాచారం అనుకుంటుంది.
Shri D.K. Samarasimha Reddy:- If it is true, it is definitely a serious matter. I will talk to the concerned District Collector and Deputy Superintendent Police to look into the matter and submit a detailed report, as well as the action taken in this regard. I will also be intimating to this House either next week or within four or five days, Sir.
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ప్రమాదాలకి,
సంపాదకులు,
విభాగిత విభాగాలు,
విభాగిత విభాగాలు,
సంపాదకులు,
విభాగిత విభాగాలు,
సంపాదకులు,
విభాగిత విభాగాలు,

హీ. 3. దృశ్యార్థము:– అంఘబ మహోత్తంగా రాధాకృష్ణ అమలుల సంప్రదాయం చెందాయి. ఈ సంప్రదాయం భారతదేశంలో జనాభా విశాలంగా ఉంది. ఈ సంప్రదాయం ప్రభావితం చేసే ప్రాంతాల్లో బాలాధారాలు, గృహస్థాలు, వాడుకురుగులు ప్రముఖ విశాలంగా ఉంటాయి.

(అంకోలామి)

హీ. 3. దృశ్యార్థము:– అంఘబ మహోత్తంగా రాధాకృష్ణ అమలుల సంప్రదాయం చెందాయి. ఈ సంప్రదాయం భారతదేశంలో జనాభా విశాలంగా ఉంది. ఈ సంప్రదాయం ప్రభావితం చేసే ప్రాంతాల్లో బాలాధారాలు, గృహస్థాలు, వాడుకురుగులు ప్రముఖ విశాలంగా ఉంటాయి.

(అంకోలామి)

హీ. 3. దృశ్యార్థము:– అంఘబ మహోత్తంగా రాధాకృష్ణ అమలుల సంప్రదాయం చెందాయి. ఈ సంప్రదాయం భారతదేశంలో జనాభా విశాలంగా ఉంది. ఈ సంప్రదాయం ప్రభావితం చేసే ప్రాంతాల్లో బాలాధారాలు, గృహస్థాలు, వాడుకురుగులు ప్రముఖ విశాలంగా ఉంటాయి.
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1. అంగీనా మాస. XII – మాహితి విభాగం.
2. అంగీనా మాస. XIII – మాహితి విభాగం.
3. అంగీనా మాస. XVI – మాహితి విభాగం.

J. No. 49 – 11
Minister for Revenue & Law (Shri D.K. Samarasimha Reddy):—
Sir, with your permission, on behalf of the Hon'ble Chief
Minister, I beg to move the following Demands for grants.

"That the Government be granted a sum not exceeding
Rs. 241,93,34,000/- under Demand No: XII - Police
Administration."

"That the Government be granted a sum not exceeding
Rs. 12,71,99,000 under Demand No: XIII Jail & Administra-
tion."

"That the Government be granted a sum not exceeding
Rs. 10,23,03,000 under Demand No. XVI - Fire Services."

Minister for Youth Affairs & Sports (Shri V. Hanumantha
Rao):— Sir, I beg to move:

"That the Government be granted a sum not exceeding
Rs. 24,47,60,000 under Demand No: XIV - Stationery and
Printing Department."

Shri D.K. Samarasimha Reddy:— Sir, with your permission,
on behalf of the Minister for Finance, I beg to move:

"That the Government be granted a sum not exceeding
Rs. 29,31,33,000 Under Demand No: X - Treasury Accounts
and Other Fiscal Services."

"That the Government be granted a sum not exceeding
Rs. 377,91,83,000 Under Demand No: XVII - Pensions."

"That the Government be granted a sum not exceeding
Rs. 35,34,65,000 Under Demand No: L - Loans to Govern-
ment Servants and others Miscellaneous Loans."

Shri D.K. Samarasimha Reddy:— Sir, I also beg to move:

"That the Government be granted a sum not exceeding
Rs. 32,93,50,000 under Demand No: III Administration of
Justice."

Mr. Deputy Speaker:— Demands moved. Now cut motions.

DEMAND NO. III - ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE - Rs. 32,93,50,000/-

Sri B. Venkateswara Rao:— Sir, I beg to move.
To reduce the allotment of Rs. 32,93,50,000/- for Administration of Justice by Rs. 10/-

Sri Ch. Vidyasagar Rao:— Sir, I beg to move.

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 32,93,50,000/- for Administration of Justice by Rs. 100/-

To discuss the Policy of the Government in choosing a Retired Judge of the High Court, who is a close relative of the Chief Minister for appointment as Lok Ayukta.

Sri C. Vittal Reddy:— Sir, I beg to move.

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 32,93,50,000/- for Administration of Justice by Rs. 100/-

Sri N. Raghava Reddy:— Sir, I beg to move.

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 32,93,50,000/- for Administration of Justice by Rs. 10/-

Sri P. Ramaiah:— Sir, I beg to move.

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 32,93,50,000/- for Administration of Justice by Rs. 100/-
To reduce the allotment of Rs. 32,93,50,000/- for Administration of Justice by Rs. 100/-

Sri D. Chinna Mallaiah: Sir, I beg to move.

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 32,93,50,000/- for Administration of Justice by Rs. 50/-

Sri D. Raja Gopal: Sir, I beg to move.

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 29,31,33,000/- for Treasury, Accounts and other Fiscal Services by Rs. 10/-

Sri B. Venkateswara Rao: Sir, I beg to move.

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 29,31,33,000/- for Treasury, Accounts and other Fiscal Services by Rs. 1/-
To reduce the allotment of Rs. 29,31,33,000/- for Treasury, Accounts and other Fiscal Services by Re. 1/-

Sri Ch. Vidyasagar Rao:- Sir, I beg to move.

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 29,31,33,000/- for Treasury, Accounts and other Fiscal Services by Re. 1/-

To discuss the implications of issue of G.O.Ms.No. 247, dt. 29.7.1989 requiring payment through challan of Rs. 50/- even when payments ranging from one rupee to forty nine rupees are to be made.

Sri D. China Mallaiah:- Sir, I beg to move.

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 29,31,33,000/- for Treasury, Accounts and other Fiscal Services by Rs. 100/-

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 29,31,33,000/- for Treasury, Accounts and other Fiscal Services by Rs. 5/-

Sri B. Bal Reddy:- Sir, I beg to move.

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 29,31,33,000/- for Treasury, Accounts and other Fiscal Services by Re. 1/-

To discuss about File No. 5311/JS(G)/89, dt. 26.6.89 containing Report of Anti-Corruption Bureau against Sri Syed Hussain, Director, Local Fund Audit and the audacity of the
Officer who ought to have been removed from service is spoiling the personal records of his possible successors.

DEMAND NO. XII - POLICE ADMINISTRATION Rs. 241,93,34,000/-

Sri P. Nageswar Rao:- Sir, I beg to move;
To reduce the allotment of Rs. 241,93,34,000/- for Police Administration by Rs. 100/-

Sri B. Venkateswara Rao:- Sir, I beg to move;
To reduce the allotment of Rs. 241,93,34,000/- for Police Administration by Rs. 100/-

Sri Ch. Vidyasagar Rao:- Sir, I beg to move;
To reduce the allotment of Rs. 241,93,34,000/- for Police Administration by Rs. 10/-

To discuss about the need to provide automatic traffic signals in road junctions in the capital city of Hyderabad and other cities in the State.

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 241,93,34,000/- for Police Administration by Rs. 1/-

To discuss about the attack by R.S.U. goondas with knives on Sri Rajendra Kumar, A.B.V.P. Worker and student, Jawahar Polytechnic College, Ramanthapur on 14.3.90.
To reduce the allotment of Rs. 241,93,34,000/- for Police Administration by Rs. 100/-

To discuss the Soft Pedalling Policy of the Government towards Naxalites, who levied huge fines to five landlords from Biyosal Village in Medak District on 12.3.90.

Sri V. Jayapal:— Sir, I beg to move:

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 241,93,34,000/- for Police Administration by Re. 1/-

To discuss about vacancies of posts of Sub-Inspectors and Constables in Ranga Reddy District.

Sri Ch. Vidyasagar Rao:— Sir, I beg to move:

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 241,93,34,000/- for Police Administration by Re. 1/-

To discuss the increasing cases of dacoities in Ranga Reddy District.

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 241,93,34,000/- for Police Administration by Rs. 100/-

To discuss the Government's Soft Pedalling towards Naxalites resulting in the murder of Sri Bhoomaiah, a Government employee by the Naxalities in Mentrepally Village, Nizamabad District on the evening of 15.3.90.

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 241,93,34,000/- for Police Administration by Rs. 100/-

To discuss the Policy of the Government to curb lock-up deaths — six reported in the Government's 100 days rule.

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 241,93,34,000/- for Police Administration by Re. 1/-

To discuss the failure of the Government in arresting dacoities and robberies in Kurnool District where 15 inter-district and 11 inter-state gangs are operating and where on
an average at least two bus dacoities and one robbery is reported every month.

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 241,93,34,000/- for Police Administration by Rs. 100/-

To discuss the administration by Naxalites land-mine explosion in Buddak, Nazamabad District on 9.3.90. Medipalli Police Constable (Karimnagar District) killed by Naxalites on 9.3.90. Bid on Maharashtra MLA's life on 6.3.90, removal of railway lines between, Indalwai and Dichpally - derailment on 9.3.90 - Naxals Peoples' Courts.

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 241,93,34,000/- for Police Administration by Rs. 100/-

To discuss the Policy of the Government in its failure to curb attacks by Congressmen on S.C.s and other weaker sections in Kumtamaddi, Pulivenula, Atmakur in Guntur District and Nagari in Chittoor District etc.

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 241,93,34,000/- for Police Administration by Rs. 100/-

To discuss the false policy of the Government in withdrawing 4000 criminal cases registered against Congressmen in the State.

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 241,93,34,000/- for Police Administration by Rs. 1/-

To discuss about the increase in attacks on political parties in the Opposition by Congress goondas since November, 1989.

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 241,93,34,000/- for Police Administration by Rs. 1/-

To discuss about the increase in attacks by the ruling party goondas on S.C.s and other weaker sections after the Congress Party assumed office.

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 241,93,34,000/- for Police Administration by Rs. 100/-
To discuss the policy of 'Wait and See' of the Government towards Naxalites' kidnappings, murders, vandalism, holding peoples' courts and running virtual parallel Government.

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 241,93,34,000/- for Police Administration by Rs. 100/-

To discuss the lukewarm attitude of the Police towards exhibition of obscene wall posters, hoardings at road junctions at the women's educational institution in the capital city and elsewhere.

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 241,93,34,000/- for Police Administration by Re. 1/-

To discuss about the attack by bullion merchants in old city of Hyderabad on the Police who went to investigate into the purchase of stolen jewellery by those bullion merchants and the immediate abandonment of further investigation by the Police.

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 241,93,34,000/- for Police Administration by Rs. 100/-

To discuss the Policy of the Government in withdrawing cases of murder, arson and other cognisable offences committed in December, 1989 against Congress Party Workers in Vijayawada and other coastal district.

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 241,93,34,000/- for Police Administration by Re. 1/-

To discuss about the alleged threat by a Congress MLA from Vijayawada to move a motion of breach of privilege against the Police Commissioner investigating into sex exploitation indulged in by certain youth belonging to affluent families and the suicide case of a girl in Vijayawada.

Sri B. Bal Reddy:— Sir, I beg to move;

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 241,93,34,000/- for Police Administration by Re. 1/-
To discuss about the existence of 1000 rowdy sheeters, 1400 anti socials and about 80 hard-core rowdies registered in various Police Stations in the city and the sudden spurt of knife attacks, fights in the city after Congress came to power in the State.

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 241,93,34,000/- for Police Administration by Re. 1/-

To discuss about the death of Kumari Konda Marthamma, whose deadbody was taken out of a well in the premises of the Girls Hostel of State Girls High School, Guntur on 1.7.89. The wide differences in the statements made by her colleague, who it is alleged jumped into the same well but could manage to come out alive etc.

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 241,93,34,000/- for Police Administration by Re. 1/-

To discuss about alleged involvement of C.I. of Police, Medak with Naqli Naxalites - Their attack with bombs on 24.3.90 in Chandapur Village, Shankarampet Mandalam, Medak District - one caught by villagers handed over to Police - Traders attacks on Police etc. as evidence of Police collusion.

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 241,93,34,000/- for Police Administration by Re. 1/-

To discuss the atrocities, dacoities etc. perpetrated by 'Naqli Naxalites' Attack on the house of Siddhamsetty Sivarajam in Macha Reddy Mandalam, Karareddi Division, Nizamabad District.

Sri C. Vittal Reddy: - Sir, I beg to move.

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 241,93,34,000/- for Police Administration by Rs. 100/-
To reduce the allotment of Rs. 241,93,34,000/- for Police Administration by Rs. 100/-

Sri D. China Mallaiah:- Sir, I beg to move:

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 241,93,34,000/- for Police Administration by Rs. 100/-

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 241,93,34,000/- for Police Administration by Rs. 1/-

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 241,93,34,000/- for Police Administration by Rs. 51/-
To reduce the allotment of Rs. 241,93,34,000/- for Police Administration by Rs. 51/-

Sri P. Ramaiah: - Sir, I beg to move;

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 241,93,34,000/- for Police Administration by Rs. 100/-

Sri P. Nageswara Rao: - Sir, I beg to move:

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 12,71,99,000/- for Jails Administration by Rs. 100/-

Sri D. China Mallaiah: - Sir, I beg to move:

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 12,71,99,000/- for Jails Administration by Rs. 100/-

Demands No. XIII - Jails Administration Rs. 12,71,99,000/-
DEMAND NO. XVI - FIRE SERVICE Rs. 10,23,08,000/-

Sri P. Nageswara Rao: Sir, I beg to move:
To reduce the allotment of Rs. 10,23,08,000/- for Fire Service by Rs. 100/-

Sri D. China Mallaiah: Sir, I beg to move:
To reduce the allotment of Rs. 10,23,08,000/- for Fire Service by Rs. 100/-

Sri P. Ramaiyah: Sir, I beg to move:
To reduce the allotment of Rs. 10,23,08,000/- for Fire Service by Rs. 100/-

Sri D. Rajagopal: Sir, I beg to move:
To reduce the allotment of Rs. 10,23,08,000/- for Fire Service by Rs. 100/-
DEMAND NO. XVII - PENSIONS Rs. 377,91,83,000/-

Sri P. Nageswara Rao:- Sir, I beg to move:

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 377,91,83,000/- for Pensions by Rs. 100/-.

Sri Ch. Vidyasagar Rao:- Sir, I beg to move:

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 377,91,83,000/- for Pensions by Rs. 100/-.

To discuss about the inordinate delay in finalising pension payment rules applicable to employees of A.P. Housing Board which was constituted in 1961, as a result of which several retired employees died and their widows are waiting to receive pensions.

Sri R. Ravindranath Reddy:- Sir, I beg to move:

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 377,91,83,000/- for Pensions by Rs. 100/-.

To discuss about the Policy of the Government in providing medical relief to State Government Pensioners as is being extended to pensioners of Central Government.

Sri D. Rajagopal:- Sir, I beg to move:

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 377,91,83,000/- for Pensions by Rs. 10/-
To reduce the allotment of Rs. 377,91,83,000/- for Pensions by Rs. 20/-

Sri D. Chine Malliah—Sir, I beg to move:

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 377,91,83,000/- for Pensions by Rs. 100/-
Mr. Deputy Speaker:- Cut motions are moved.

Mr. Deputy Speaker:- Sir, please adjourn the House.

Mr. Deputy Speaker:- Now the House is adjourned to meet again at 8.30 A.M. tomorrow.

(The House then adjourned at 1.42 p.m. to meet again at 8.30 a.m. on Thursday, the 12th April, 1990)